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A system of costs and metallurgical records stm-
ils.r to that outlined herein is in use in a number of 
modern Smelters, and is of interest as showing what 
information is desirable for proper plant control. 
From a. study of this inforrw.tion, which is usually 
compiled monthly in such a manner that comparisons may 
be readily made, it is possible to modify current 
practice to obtain ma.xinmm operating efficiency, and 
to approxir.r:ate very closely the benef1 t that may be 
derived from changes in and additions to the plant it-
self and the methods of operation. or in the materials 
reoeived and treated. These records also give inval-
uable information rega..rding the performanoe o:f indiv-
idual departments of the pla.nt, are useful for compa.ri-
son with other plants of the same type t and have many 
other uses which will readily suggest themselves. 
For purposes of illustration, a modern reverber-
atory copper smelter has been selected, equipped with 
bins, storage system, roasters, reverberatories, con-
verters, boiler and power plant. and the necessary 
auxiliary shops and equipment. The data inclUdes a. 
discussion o£ the local conditions relative to ore 
supply, labor, etc •• a flow sheet of the plant with 
notes regarding itls operation, the labor organization, 
daily plant and cost records kept. and the monthly swm-
maries o~ such records, including the calculation of 
the cost o£ smelting the individual classes of ore and 
concentrate. The f1gures used do not represent ac-
tual results obtained in any partioular plant, being 
simply assumed for purposes o£ illustrating the meth-
ods used. 
Loc~ Conditions. 
The main supply of IIBterials for the Smelter con ... 
siats o£ sulphide concentrate, part o£ which is flotat-
ion, and comparatively silicious ~irst clsss ore. 
both classes of' material conta.ining copper with a 
small amount of gold and silver, the precious metals 
amounting to about $5.00 ~er ton of copper produced. 
The a.mou.b.t of sulphide concentrate available is lim-
ited by the concentrator capacity, but the ore supply 
is capable of considerable expansion, and normally 
the cost per pound of copper delivered to the Smelter 
is less for first-class ore than for concentrate. 

This makes it desirable, other conditions being the 
same, to treat as large a proportion of ore as possi-
ble. It-is possible to segregate the ore into two 
classes, one of which is suitable for use in the con-
verters, although the supply of this class is not 
plentiful. The tonnage of ore will accordingly be 
governed by the maximum profitable tonnage of same 
that oan "Q8 treated after taking care of the 8,vaila-
ble concentrate production. A good grade of barren 
limestone is available for .use as flux. 
The labor supply is fair1y plentiful and in-
telligent, but is high-priced. and the larger part 
of the employees are either repairmen or machine-
tenders. as the plant is designed for the maxiJimm 
mechanical handling of materials throughout. The 
plant is comparatively isolated, and an e£fioient 
mechanical force and well equipped shops are necess-
ary, as practically all repair work. and a large 
proportion of the construction work, must be done by 
the plant organization. The plant is equipped elec-
trically throughout, and the Power Plant supplies 
power for the mines, concentrators, and towns, as 
well as for the Smelter. 
ptlow Sheet. 
The flow sheet (Figure l) indicates the travel 
of material thru the p1ant. Concentrate, ore, bi-
products, and flux are received in dump oars, ea.ch of-
which is weighed. The concentrate is then sampled 
by augers, this sample being used for both mOisture 
and analysis, and dumped into the concentrate receiv-
ing bins, compressed air being used to a.ssist in dump-
ing and cleaning the cars. The ore, biproducts, and 
flux are sampled for moisture as they are dumped into 
the ore receiving bins. each class of the materials 
mentioned being :put in separate bins in lots varying 
in size from one to five cars. The concentrate is 
taken by belt conveyor from the receiving bins to 
one o£ three roaster beds, each having a capacity of 
from 5000 to 7000 tons o£ material. which serve to 
thoroly mix the constituents of the charge, as well 
as for storage. Ores, biproducts, and £lux are 
taken by belt conveyor to the crtlshing and samp1ing 
plant. and are then delivered by belt conveyor either 
to the roaster beds or to storage bins, the latter 
being subdivided so that materials can be segregated 
according to their ultimate destination. The samples 
are delivered to the fine sampling department, where 
they Bi.re cut down to a size su.itable for analytical 
worK in the Laboratory. 
. 
The mixed roaster charge is reclaimed from the 
beds by a machine, and delivered to bins above the 
roasters by a belt conveyor eq~1pped with a weighto~ 
eter. The bins above ea.ch roaster are divided into 
three compartments. the larger being used for material 
from the roaster beds consisting mostly of conoentrate. 
and one each of the smaller £or flux and fine ore t 
which are fed by pipes to the lower floors of the 
roaster. Converter ore, fattling ore, and biproducts 
are delivered by belt conveyor from the storage bins 
to auxiliary bins located over the converters and re-
verb eratories. 
The roasted material, and also the dust produced 
by the roasting :furnaces, is taken in twenty tons steel 
electrically driven larry cara to the oil-fired reverb-
eratory furnaces, being weighed in transit, and is 
charged periodically, at a temperature of about 800 
degrees F., thru water-cooled chargeholes located along 
the center line of the furnaces. The fettling mater-
ial £rom the auxiliary bins is trammed in one-ton 
steel cars and d~ed into small hoppers looated above 
the side-wal1a of the furnaces, from which 1 t 1s 
charged as needed thru. pipes extending thru the arch 
of the fnrnacesjust inside the walls. The bridge is 
fettled in the same manner. 
Slag from the smelting operation is tapped con-
tinuously from the front end of the :furnaces thru a 
hole punched in an a.dcbe brea.st, and is dis9harged into 
electrice.lly tilted steel slag bow~at which are hauled 
by electric motor to the dump. Matte is tapped into 
steel ladles 8S needed by the converter department 
thrn holes, one on each side of the furnaces and about 
fifty feet £rom the bridge, the ladles being handled 
and poured into twelve foot diameter Great Falls type 
converters by an electric travelling crane. 
The silica needed for sl.ag formation is charged 
into the converters from the auxiliary bins thru. a 
pipe, so arranged that the sil.lcious ore can be charged 
while the converter is blowing. It first passes thru 
s, measuring hopper, the gates of which are controlled 
from the converter floor. Cleanup and cooling mater-
ial Irom the floor, together with hood-cleanings, 
briquetted converter flue-dust and cold copper tare 
handled in boats by the crane. the excess being loaded 
into cars for delivery to the receiving bins. Such 
material is used, as indicated above, for fettling 
material in the reverberatory ~urnaces. ~~e convert-
er slag is handled in steel ladles by the crane, be-
ing poured molten into the reverberatories thru a 
la-under extending thru the bridge-wall. The molten 
copper ~roduced, divided into two classes designated 
enriched and impoverished as described later, is 
poured into steel ladles, which axe spotted in the 
copper casting machine by the ora.ne and cast in copper 
moulds into b&rs 1i"Vsighing about two hundred and 
seventy-five pounds. These bars are trimmed, vveigh-
ed, and loaded into cars for shipment East. 
Comment on Operatins.Conditions. 
The materials received, as noted before, are 
dumped into the receiving bins in lots varying in size 
from one to five cars, and the moisture and analysis 
of each lot may be determined from the samples taken. 
However, as the concentrate is usually of fairly uni-
form composition, it is customary to composite the 
aamp1es of all concentrate going to any one mix, 
analyzing the indiviaual samples for silica and copper, 
and the composites only for the remaining constituents. 
Depending on the variation in analysis of the individ-
ual lots, the same procedure mayor may not be £o11ow-
ad in the case of ores. It is usually well to ana-
lyze individual lots at least £or copper, as this is 
information that may be of value to the concentrator 
and mines, as well as the smelter. All materials 
received are routed by the Superintendent, the neoess-
ary orders being issued to the Sampling Flant foreman. 
The usu.al method :followed ill building mixes on the 
beds is to have an estimate of" the analysis OI the mix 
prepared when same is within a.bout five hundred tons 
of co~letion, and then order on this five hundred 
tons, of suitable material to br.ing the mix to the 
desired composition. The system of mixing and stor-
ing the materials enables the Superintendent to utilize 
all constituents of his charge to best advantage, cor-
recting ineg.uali ties in deli veri es of materisl, and 
making the running o£ the plant remarkably uniIorm, 
as under normal conditions, with one bed being con-
structed, one reclaimed, and one filled. ready to 
reclaim, there is ava.ilable a.bout t'wo-thirds of' the 
bed capa.ci ty in mixture of' known analysis. Ores t 
bi~roducts, and flux are routed in a similar manner, 
each being scheduled to 8. particular storage bin 
according to itts analysis. 
In order to make a suitable grade of matte in 
the smelting furnace for best operating results in 
the reverberatory and converter departments, the 
percentage of sulphur remaining in the charge leav-
ing the roasters must be closely controlled. As 
will be seen later by an examination of the metall-
urgical balance sheets, the amount of allowable 
oxidation of sulphur and iron from the charge under 
consideration is insufficient to make a self-roast-
ing charge, and a small amount of fuel lIlllst be burned 
to make up this deficit in heat. Accordingly charge 
material having no heat va.lue, such as ores and flux, 
is fed into the roasters on the bottom hearth, where 
it is warmed and mixed with the roasted concentrate 
forming the main portion of the charge, the latter 
having sufficient heat value to be a.lmost self-roa.st-
ing. The grade of matte to be produced, and the 
percentage of sulphur all.owed to remain in the roast-
ed bed charge, is determined by the Superintendent 
from a study of the cost·s and metallurgica.l results 
in all departments - a lO\lfer roast, for example, 
would probably deorease the roaster :fUel cost, and 
the resulting higher grade matte decrease the direct 
converter costs, but the reverberatory tonnage would 
probably be lower, the copper loss in reverberatory 
slags higher. and the tonnage of converter biproducts 
needing retreatment in other departments be increased. 
The most economical speed at which to run the 
smelting furnaces must be determined by the Superin-
tendent from a study of the plant costs and metallur-
gical results, as it may be varied. within oomparative-
ly wide limits, by altering the shape of the furIl.ace. 
particularly the throat and flue dimens1ons 9 and by 
ohange in the draft used. the amount of fuel burned. 
and the analysis an.d oomposition of the charge. The 
gases from the smelting furnaoes are passed thru 
Stirling boilers, and the value of the steam ga:p.era.ted 
9 
by this heat is credited to the smelting operation, 
the amount of credit being the cost of an equivalent 
evaporation in a well designed oil-fired bOiler 
plant. 
On account of the low precious metal content of 
the charge under consideration, the bullion produced, 
c9ntaining about five dollars in gold and silver val-
ues per ton of copper, will under most market condit-
ions be sold as casting copper, in which case the gold 
and silver will not be paid for, as it is not recov- . 
ared by the purchaser. The difference in the price 
obtained for electrolytic and for casting copper is 
normally not great enough to make it profitable to re-
fine copper containing so little gold and silver as 
is contained in this charge. It has been found 
profitable, however, to make two classes of copper 
from the charge under consideration, one containing 
very little gold and silver, which is sold as casting 
copper, and the other containing a larger amount of 
precious metals, which is refined, the copper being 
Bold as electrolytic and the gold and silver recovered. 
The separation into the two classes 1s made during the 
converting operation, the process being a modification 
of the old Welsh Ubest-selectingtt process t which util-
izes the fact that metallic copper has 8· greater af-
finity than white-metal :for gold and silver. In 
practice, white-~etal is blown for a ~fficient time 
to bring down part but not all of it as copper. The 
overlying·white-metal is then poured off from the 
heavier copper into a ladle, and the copper remaining 
in the converter 1s finished and poured. The white-
metal, still molten,' is poured back into the hot oon-
verter and :finished and poured as usual. :Depending 
on the amount of copper brought down in the first 
stage, it will contain ~rom twenty-five to seventy-
five peroent of the silver and from eighty-five to 
ninety-five percent of the gold cont~ined in the whole 
char~e, the copper produced from the White-metal which 
was poured off being correspondingly impoverished. 
The percentage of enriched and impoverished copper des-
irable to be produced is governed by a study of the 
market conditions ·for electrolytic and casting copper, 
the extraction of gold and silver at varying percent-
ages of each class of copper produced, and the inoreas-
ed converter costs caused by the operation. 
\0 
For proper pl.a.nt control t the following analyses 
are desirable: 
Material 
Concentrate, ores, flux 











Moisture, Cu and Silica on all 
lots. 
Complete analyses on composites 
representing mixtures, and week-
ly and monthly deliveries. 
Sulphur on individual roasters. 
Complete analysis daily on 
total calcine produced. 
Complete analysis as drawn f~om 
flue and chamber. 
Copper on shift samples indiv-
idual furnaces. 
Fartial analysis on composite 
shift samples individual fur-
naces. 
Complete analysis on monthly 
composite total slag. 
Cu on composite shift samples 
individual furnaces. 
Complete analysis on monthly 
composite total matte. 
0, CO2 , 802' periodically. 
Complete analysis on monthly 
composite total dust. 
Silica on shift samples all 
converters. 
Complete analysis on monthly 
composite total slag. 
Complete analysis on monthly 
composite total dust 
Cu t Ag, Au on each carload 
Impurities on monthly compos-




Power House - Water 
Oil 
Labor Organizatio~. 
~nalYz ad fox: 
01 in circulating water daily 
01 and total solids in boiler 
feed weekly. 
Analysis impurities boiler 
feed monthly. 
BTU, mOisture, sediment, and 
gravity each carload. 
The Labor Organization Chart (Figure 2) indicates 
a suitable overhead organization for the plru~ under 
consiQeration, £ull 1ines indicating direct authority 
and dotted lines indirect authority, mostly of an advis-
ory nature. The detail organi.zation for the operation 
and n~intenance of the plant when operating two smelt-
ing Iurnaces and the necessary roasters, converters. etc., 
and auxiliary apparatus is shown in the detail organ-
ization following, totaling approximately two hundred 
and. :fifty men. In this connection it may be sta.ted 
that this small number is ~ossible only because of the 
mechanical handling of practically all material~ and 
the installation of a large number of labor-saving de-
vices. 
Detailed Labor Or~nizatio~. 
Number Employees on Shift. 
7.AM. 3l?M IlPM 7AM 
to to to to 
Department Cla.ssi:fioation 3l?M 11:PM 7AM 4l?M Total. 
Sampling Foreman 1 1 
Bedding Shift Foreman 1 1 
::. ::;o~.s~iming Unloaders 4 2 6 
Cone. Binmen 1 1 23 
Crushermen 1 1 2 
Ore Binmen 1 1 2 
Rgllmen 1 1 2 
Trippermen 1 1 2 
Head Sampler 1 1 
Samplers 1 1 2 
Samp1.e Buckers 2 2~ 
13 
Detailed Labor Organization (Cont)~ 
Number Effiplo~ees on Shifi. 
7AM 31.>lif llPM 'lAM. 
to to to to 
Department Classification 3l?M llPM 7AM 4PM Total. 
~
Sampling Reclaimermen 1 1 2 
Bedding Helpers 1 1 2 
Reclainling Mechanic 1 1 
(Cont.) Helper 1 1 
Oiler 1 1 
Cleanu~man 1 1 2 
Total 13 12 ? 32 
Roasters Gen. Foreman 1 1 
Reverbs Shi:ft Foremen 1 1 1 3 
Skimmers 2 2 2 6 
Sk. Helpers 2 2 2 6 
1st Fettlers 2 2 2 6 
2nd Fettlers 2 2 2 6 
Slag Motormen 1 1 1 3 
Track Boss 1 1 
Track Labor 2 2 
Roastermen 1 1 1 3 
Rat. Relper~ 1 1 1 3 
Calcine 11otormen 1 1 1 3 
Fluedust BOSB 1 1 
Laborers 1 1 
Mechanic 1 1 
Mech. Hel;Eer 1 1 
Total 12. 12 12 8 44 
Converters General Foreman 1 1 
Shift Foremen 1 1 1 3 
Cranemen 1 1 1 3 
Crane Chasers 1 1 1 3 
Punchers 4 4 4 12 
Cast. l\fach. {)p. 1 1 1 3 
Bullion Trimmers 1 1 1 3 
Cleanup Men 3 1 1 6 
Mudmill Man 1 1 
Bullion Boss 1 1 
Loaders 5 5 
Total 19 10 10 1 40 
14-
Detailed Lepor Organization (Cont .1. 
Number Employees on Shi~t. 
'lAM 31?M. l1Pli 7AM 
to to to to 
Department ~1assification 3PM IlPM 7li1 4:PM Total. 
~,\,--."'I"'!""!I 
-
Eower Ese Foreman 1 1 
BOilers P. H. Engineers 1 1 1 3 
Switchboard 1 1 1 5 
Oilers 1 1 1 3 
Sweeper 1 1 
Mechanic 1 1 
Helper 1 1 
Firemen 1 1 1 5 
Pump man 1 1 
]3oilerwasher 1 1 
B. W. Helper 1 1 
Oil Pumpman 1 1 2 
Total 9 6 4 3 21 
Yard Foreman 1 1 
Bosses 2 2 
Tro.ck Driver 1 ]. 
Concrete man (a,s needed) 1 1 
Riggers (a.s needed) 1 1 
Laborers 28 28 
Total 34 34 
M:echanica.l Master h1.echanic :I. 1 
Shops Mach. Shop Foreman 1 1 
lAachinist 1 1 
Mach. Apprentice 1 1 
Drillpress man 1 1 
Toolroom man 1 1 
Tinner 1 1 
Blacksmith 1 1 
F.ammerlI8Il 1 1 
Blks. Helper 1 1 
Steam Fitter 1 1 
Helper 1 1 
Repair Gang Foreman 1 1 
Repairmen 5 5 
Helpers 6 6 
to' 
Detailed Labor O~n1zation (Cant.) 

















































































7 .. '1 
Detail-ad L~bor Organization (Cont). 
Number Em~lolees on Shift. 
7AM 3PM 11PM ?AM 
to to to to 
Department Classification 3PM llPM '1A¥ 4PM Total. 
-",. 
Laboratory Chief Chemist 1 1 
Chemist 1 1 
Lab. Hel]2er 1 1 
Total 3 3 
Gate Gatemen 1 1 1 3 
Watchman ( Night) 1 1 
Total 1 1 1 1 4 
Warehouse Storekeeper 1 1 
Clerk 1 1 
Warehouseman 1 1 
Total 3 3 
SU12erintendence 2 2 






All material -entering the plant is weighed, the 
record being entered on Form 1. 
A two-part ticket for each car or lot (Form 2) is 
made ioonediately upon weighing, one part being detach-
ed to accompany the moisture sam~le, and the other be-
ing plaaed in a ticket-holder located at the bin into 
which the material is dumped. This part of the ticket 
accompanies the sample taken to the fine sampling de-
partment t and is delivered by the sampler to the record 
clerk after he has made up the pulp for delivery to 
the Laboratory. 
The olerical work of this department is handled 
by 1& clerk from the Smelter Office, who enters in 8 
Sample Mill book, appropriately ruled, all the inform-
ation collected in the department concerning each car 
received, such as wet weight, date received, date moist-
ure sample is taken and the moisture contailled, class-
ification and destination, date dumped and run out, 
etc. He also makes up daily a copy of all moisture 
sample returns, and 8 sheet (Form 3) containing the in-
forr.ta. tion needed by the Smelt er Office f'or permanent 
record, including the tonnage reolaimed from various 
bins and beds, the inventories of materials on hand, 
etc. 
Roasters. 
The Roaster Foremen £i11 in Form 4, which is col-
lected daily at "l A.:M. and delivered to the Smel tar 
Office. 
Calcine and Roaster dust weight tickets, made on 
Form 1 by the Ca.lcine 11otormen, are also collected 
daily. 
Reverberatories. 




The shi£t foremen £i11 in Form 6, which is collect-
ed daily. 
The bullion weigher enters the weight of each lot 
of bars, a.,s weighed on the bullion scales t , in a Bullion 
book ap~ropriately ruled, which shows the class of bul-
lion, the date loaded, the name and number of the car, 
and the pounds of bullion loaded. This book is sent 
daily to the Smelter Office for checking and record. 
A drill sample of each carload of bullion is rmde as it 
is being loaded, this sample being sent to the fine 
sampling department, whioh forwards a pulp of the sam-
ple to the Laboratory. 
BOilers and Power House. 
The shift firemen £111 in Forms 7 and 8, and the 
oil pumpman Form 9, which are collected daily. 
Charts £rom the fo11owing recording instruments 
are collected dai1y: 
Recorder -----------------C02 in bOiler gases 
Water to oil-fired boil-
ers. 
Water - waste-heat boil-
ers. 




Recording Thermometers----Boiler exit gases 
Economizer inlet gases 
Eoonomizer outlet gases 
BOiler feed water 
Inl,et water economizers 
Outlet water economizers 
Also 8 sheet sho~ng revolution oount on all en-
gines t pumps~ water meters, etc., the power readings at 
hourly intervs"ls on all watt-meters, the temperature of 
cooling water, baok pressure 9 and all other needed in-
formation regarding the bOiler plant and power house is 
£illed in by shift engineers and switohboard operators 
and collected daily. 

Lab gLa,jio u· 
The Laboratory uses Form 10 for reporting results 
of tests on fuel 011 samples, and Form 11 for report-
ing ar~lytical results. 
Su~a~~w.gf Dai!L]lecord.fl. 
_ _ The foregoing forms contain information whioh is 
tabulated daily on Form 12 for the information of the 
Superintendent and heads of Departments. 'rhe inform-
ation regarding all plant per:formance is e:ntered in a 
Daily Record Book, that pertaining to materials and 
the analysis of same~is entered in the Ore and Concen-
trate Ledgers, and that pertaining to the Boiler Flant 
and Power House in a Power Record Book, summaries and 
tabulations from these books giving tlle information 
needed for the compilation of the monthly metallurgical 
report. 
Coats. 
For the purpose of keeping an itemized acco1ll1t o:f 
operating, repair and construotion costs chargeable to 
individual operations and departments, a code is issued 
which assigns a number to each item affecting the oper-
ation and maintenance of the plant, and by means of 
which accurate segregations of the costs may be made. 
The following is a typical code for the plant under 
consideration: 
Scheme of Code. 
Uumbers in 100 series are for Sampling Plant 
200 series are for Bedding Plant 
300 series are for Reclaiming Plant 
400 series are for Roasting Plant 
500 series are for Reverberatory Plant 
600 series are for Converter Plant 
'100 series are for BOiler Plant 
800 series are for Power Plant 
900 series are for General and Shops 
The prefixes 0, R t and C are used to designate 


























DETAILS OF CODE. 
Classification. 
- --
SAlll?LIf.fG-Overhead charges, small tools. 
eta. 
RECEIVING 




Crusher Plant-Building, Crusher, 
Shafting, Motors, etc. 
Roll Plant-Building, Rolls, Shaft-
ing, Motors, etc. 
Conveyors-Ore-feeders, Housings, 
Motors, Chutes, Idlers, etc., ex-
clusive Belts. 
Conveyor Belts 










































DETAILS OF CODE • 
..9.1assi:f'i.ca tion. 
Conveyors-Ore-feeders, Housings, Mot-
ors, Chutes, Idlers, etc., exclusive 
Bel te. 
Conveyor Belts. 
ROASTING DIVISIOn - Overhead charges, 
small tools, etc. 
Building 
Roasters 




Flue between Boasters 
Dust Chamber 
Flue Dust Chamber to Stack 
Auxiliary Equipment 
Bins-Feed, Calcine, Coal, etc. 
Transmission MachinerJ-1Jlotors t shaft-
ing and Belts. 
Fans, Fan-.11ot or, etc. 
Piping - steam, Air, Oil and Water 
Rolling stock - Tracks and Trolleys, 
Trestle, Cars and Scales. 
REVH~ERATORY DIVISION - Overhead Charges~ 






































DETAILS OF OODE. 
ClasB.1fica tio~. 
Flues 
Flue between Shaft and Boilers 
Flue between Boilers and Stack 
AUXiliary Equipment 
Auxiliary Bins 
Fettling Bins and System 
Charge Tracks, Fettling Tracks, etc. 
Piping - steam, Air, Oil t and Water 
Oil Pumps, lies. t era, Filters, Burners. 
Buckstays snd Rods, lJatte ana Slag 
La.unders, Charge Hoppers and Jaclceta, 
etc. 
Rolling stock 
Tracks and Trolleys 
Locomotives 
Slag Cars 
CONVERTER DIVISION - Overhead Charges, 
Small Tools, etc. 
Building 
Converters 
Stand #1 - Motors, Controls, etc. 








Flue Duet Chamber to Stack 
AUXiliary Equipment 
:Mud Mill _ 
Ladles and Bales 
AuxiJ.iary Bins end spouts 
































DETAILS OF CODE. 
"'" ... ' .... - ....... ~ .. --
, Classification. 
----,_.-
Cranes - including Cables and. Blocks 
Crane #1 
Crane #2 
Skulling - Bumping ~osts, Boats, Cars, 
etc. 
Bullion 
Casting l.fachine 1fol 
Casting Machine #2 




BOiler itl BOiler 2 
Boiler· 3 
Flues - Boilers to Stack 
Auxiliary Equipment 
11ain Steam Lines and Structures 
Feed Eiping at Boiler Flant 
Auxiliary Eiping - steam, Air, Water 
Feed Pumps, including :Motors 




POW1m DIVISION - Overhead Charges t Small 
Tools t etc. 
Building 







































~~:..-., ... -'--,.---.-...-. 
Circulating ~~mp8 
Air Pumps 























Condensed Water Pump-house 
Heating Plant 
GEtfE.."CfAL A.ND SHOP S 
Water Supply 
Fuel Handling 
Oil System - Tanks, Pumps, Pipe-lines, 
etc. 
Repa.ir Shops 
Yard and Cleanup 
WO:rX:s Bui1dings 

The IolloVli+ig forms are used to make the code ef-
fective: 
Time Card,s (Form 13) are made out with an address-
ograph daily for each man on the payroll and distribut-
ed to the forernen. Th.e forenan for whom a IIBn works 
fills Olit and signs this card at the end o:f the shift, 
the division of the time, if any, and accuracy of the 
eharge numbers used being checked by a segregation 
clerk from the Smelter Office. All employees are pro-
vided ulJon employment with a numbered brass check, 
which they deposit in a box on entering the 'Works, and 
during the shift these nunmers are entered on an at-
tendance record, and afterward hurlg on a numbered 
board at the gate. The Ioreman gives each man his 
time card at the and of the shift, and on leaving the 
Works he deI>0si ts his card in a box and takes up his 
numbered brass check for use the :folloWing day. A 
continuous segregation of a..l1 labo:r costs is kept in 
the Smelter Office and is the basis for the payroll 
and monthly cost sheet. 
Supply Requisitions (Form 16) are made out in 
duplicate by the foreman desiring the material. and 
the segregation clerk checks daily the accuracy of 
the code numbers used. The warehouseman and clerk 
enter the prices and extend the oosts on these requis-
itions. and the segregated costs are sent to the 
Smelter Office monthly, or oftener if desired. 
\fork Orders (Form 14) are mde out by the Super-
intendent and sent to a.l1 foremen concerned for all jobs estimated to cost over $100.00. A special code 
is sometimes advisable :for large jobs, and this may 
be included with the work order. 
Interdepartmental Work Orders (Form 15) are is-
sued and signed by the foreman desiring work done 
outside his own department. Completed work orders 
of each department are collected weekly for inspect-
ion by the Superintendent, and filed. No repair or 
construction work may be done without such a written 
order, and a daily examination of' unfilled orders on 
£11e in each department enables the Superintendent to 
intelligently schedule the shop, repair, and con-
stru.ction work. 
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Cla.ssification vVet Tons Dry Tons 
ConcAntrates i:.. 21331.4 18793 
Concentra.tes B 185.7 127 
Total Concentrates 21517.1 18920 
Ore F 342.5 324 
Ore G 249.0 241 
Ore H 53.5 52 
Total Ores 645.0 617 
Total New eu ~vIa teria1 22162.1 19537 
Lime Rock 1038.4 1028 
Total Charge 23200.5 20565 
A.vai1ab1e Tons 






Calcines plus Dust-Calc 18591 
-Actual 18383 
ROASTER BALANCE SHEET 
Silica Alumina Iron 
~ " "".1 Tons ,', Tons Tons L 
--
;0 
17.8 3345 5.4 1015 25.3 4755 
39.0 50 16.3 21 10.2 13 
17.9 3395 5.5 1036 25.2 4768 
60.2 195 15.1 49 4.8 16 
71.4 1'72 4.8 12 4.8 12 
81.6 42 4,.1 2 4.5 2 
66.3 409 10.2 63 4.8 30 
19.5 3804 5.6 1099 24.6 4798 
0.9 9 0.5 5 0.5 5 
18.5 3813 5.4 1104 23.4 4803 
Anallsis 









Lime Magnesia Sulphur 
:f ~ ~ Tons Tons Tons /0 1!!.-
0.1 19 0.5 94 27.8 5224 16.79 
0.6 1 2.5 3 10.3 13 6.90 
0.1 20 0.5 97 27.7 5237 16.72 
0.4 1 1.2 4 1.2 4 7.72 
0.8 2 1.0 2 0.1 8.23 
0.6 0.5 4 ,.-, .rD 2 2.88 
0.6 3 1.0 6 1.0 6 7.51 
0.1 23 0.5 103 26.8 5243 16.43 
54.0 555 0.9 9 
2.8 578 0.5 112 25.5 5243 15.61 
NOTEZ 
Furnace Days-Total Available 
-Running Time 
Dry Tons Charge per day Running Time 
Calcine & Dust per day Running Time 
Percent Sulphur Volatalized 
Units Sulphur Burn~d Off 
Lbs.Fuel per dry ton Charge 
Degree Calcination.Calcula.ted 
A..ctual 


























COlfVER1r:SR BALANCE SHEET 
Silica Alumina Iron 
Classif'ication llet Tons Dry Tons -J Tons ! Tons ., Tons 70 70 to 
Ore E 181.9 167 50.9 85 9.1 15 12.8 21 
Ore ~"t 1714.6 1622 60.2 976 15.1 245 4.8 78 
Ore G 457i6 ~~3 71.4 316 4.8 21 4.8 21 
Ore H 254.1 247 81.6 202 4.7 10 4.9 11 
Total Hew eu lvlateriu.1 2608.2 2479 63.7 1579 11.7 291 5.3 131 
Reverb l~et IvJ.atte 9082.5 30.1 2734 
Tota.l Charl1'e 11561.5 1579 291 2865 
Converter Slag Produced 20.5 3.8 66.8(l'eO) 
Converter Days-Available 70.0 
Converter Dn.ys-Running Ti:ne 54.0 
Bullion 'Per da.y-Running Time 72.6 
Cu.Ft.Blast per ton Bullion 163,540 
Pressure at 20wer House -lbs 
Tons Coli Material per ton BUllion-New 0.632 
Old- 0.415 
b'IGURE 4 
Lime Magnesia Sulphur 
i~ Tons 10 ,., Tons /0 
0.4 1 1.8 3 1.5 
0.4 6 1.2 19 1.2 
0.8 4 1.0 4 0.1 
0.6 1 0.5 1 4.3 






Cold Matte and Slag 









Tot~l Retreated at Converters 
Hot Conv. Slag to Reverbs 



























REVERBERA..TORY BALANCE SHE:&T' 
Silica Alumina Iron Lime Magn'esia Sulphur Cop-per 
CIA.ssifiest ion ~Vet Tons Dry Tons 16 Tons % Tons .... 1 'JO Tons % Tons % Tons % Tons % '.rons 
CA.1cine and Dust 18591.0 18591 20.5 3813 5.9 1104 25.8 4803 3.1 578 1.6 112 15.9 2956 17.27 3210.453 
Concentrate J.. 2130.5 1877 17.8 334 5.4 101 25.3 475 0.1 2 0.5 9 27.8 522 16.79 315.148 
Ora A 290.7 282 29.1 82 12.7 36 9.0 54 2.5 7 2.5 7 17.7· 50 5.34 15.059 
Ora B 666.7 636 19.4 123 6.5 41 35.5 226 1.6 10 1.6 10 9.7 62 3.96 25.186 
Ore C 1877.2 1742 35.0 610 7.8 136 16.2 282 2.6 45 6.9 120 0.3 5 7.10 123.682 
Ore D 968.4 920 31.8 292 7.7 71 25.0 230 11.0 101 5.1 47 0.3 3 3.25 29.900 
Ore E 1410.7 1295 50.9 659 9.1 118 12.8 166 0.4 5 1.8 23 1.5 19 7.36 95.312 
Rev.& Conv.BiE· 1Q61O.0 lQ6Q 14.5 154 2.9 31 43.3 459 0.3 3 0.6 6 9.3 99 16.42 174.052 
Total Fett1ing 84:04.2 78] 2 28.9 2254 6.8 534 24.2 1892 2.2 173 2.8 . 222 9.7 760 '9.96 778.339 
Total Charge 26995.2 26403 23.0 6067 6.2 1638 25.4 6695 2.8 751 1.3 334 14.1 3716 15.11 3988.792 
Less Bi:Q. in :&'ett1ing ] 060.0 J 060 ] 4.5 ] 54 2.9 31 4:3.3 ~59 Q.3 3 0.6 6 9.3 99 16.42 174.052 
New Material 25935.2 25343 23.3 5913 6.3 1607 24.6 6236 3~O 748 1.3 328 14.3 3617 15.05 3814.740 Oonverter New Material 2429 53.7 3579 ]J.7 29] 5.3 131 Q.f2 12 1.1 27 1.3 33 7.30 181.081 ~ota.l for ~lag 27822 26.9 7492 6.8 1898 22.9 6367 2.7 760 1.3 355 13.1 3650 14.36 3995.821 
.Prod.uced . 
Net Matte(Calcu1ated) 9082.5 30.1 2734 26.3 2389 40.72 3698.394 
Slag(Oalcu1ated) 19411 38.6 7492 9.8 1898 32.8 6367 3.9 760 1.8 355 0.34 65.997 
Slag(Av.Daily Analyses) 39.0 9.9 32.2 4.0 2.0 
]urnace ifl Furnace #2 Total Smelted ~er Furnace Daz Tons Solid Charge Tons New Materiel 
Days Operated 30.000 27.125 57.125 Furnace #1 473.5 454.5 
Furna.ce #2 449.7 431.6 
Average 462.2 443.6 
Ratio Sulphur to Copper 0.932 0.948 
Oil Data Barrels ~ Total Per ton Solid Charge Per ton New Material Per Fce Dal Oxygen Ratio Slag 2.23 % S Vo1atalized 35.7 
Oil BurneEl 17109 100.00 0.648 0'.'1675 299.5 Average Draft 0.17 
Credit -Steam Froduced 8770 51.26 o. ~,32 0.346 153.5 % Fettli~g in Charge 31.1 
Net a/c Smelting 8339 48.74 0.316 0.329 1\6.0 
FIGURE"; 5. 
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Clasa1ficati,on 'iiet Tons 





Lime rook 1038.4 
Total New Material 33152.9 
.Producei 
Bullion 
Biproducts First of Month 
Bip.First suooeeding Month 
Decrease in Biproduct Stocks 
Slag Loss 
Unacmounted-for Loss 
GENERAL BALANOE SHEET ... ALL DEPARTMENTS 
Silica. Alumina 











































Lime Ivla.gne s i a Sulphur Copper 
% T-ons % Tons % Tons % Tons 
0.1 23 0.5 103 26.8 5243 16.43 3210.453 
2.5 170 3.2 216 9.8 661 8.95 604.287 
0.5 12 1.1 27 1.3 33 7.30 181.081 
0.7 205 1.2 346 20.6 5937 13.89 3995.821 
54.0 555 0.9 9 
2.6 760 l.2 355 19.9 5937 13.41 3995.821 
97.70 
-0.61 Metallurgical Extraction 97.09% 
1.65 
1.,26 
14etallur..B~o.al Repor.t • 
On the basis of the in£ormation collected and tab-
ulated from the daily departmental reports by the 
Smelter Office the monthly metallurgical report is 
made up. This may be made g~ite elaborate, but for 
purposes of illustration only the Balance Sheets for 
the Roaster, Reverberatory. and Converter Departments 
are shown, together with a general balance sheet for 
all departments. A summary of receipts and material 
on hand, a power report, etc., are usually part of 
this report, and more detailed operating data may be 
included if desired. These Balance Sheets are shown 
as Figures 3-6 inclusive, and the source of the info~ 
ation contained thereon is read.ily apparent. 
The calculation of tonnage of slag to the dump, 
for the plant under consideration, 1s on the basis of 
total new material treated. To be absolutely accur-
ate, this figure should be corrected by adding the slag-
forming constituents of the biproduots on hand at the 
beginning of the month, and subtracting that on hand 
in the biproducta at the end of the month. but as the 
tonnage and analysis of such material is normally fair-
ly constant from month to month, this is considered an 
unneoessa.ry refinement. The copper content of' such 
biproducts, however, is handled, in the IIBnner stated, 
in order to obtain the correct metallurgical extract-
ion, as shown on Figure 6. 
Extraction of Copper from Individual Ores and Concen-
trate. . 
The copper losses incurred in the smelting oper-
ation may be divided roughly into two classes, slag 
losses and un-account ed-for losses. The ~irat is the 
actual amount OI copper contained in the slag sent to 
the dump, obtained by multiplying the calculated ton-
nage of slag by the average copper content as deter-
mined by c~ose and systematic sampling. The second 
includes losses occasioned by differences in weights, 
mOistures, and sampling for analysis, discrepancies in 
analyses, mechanical loss by dusting, absorbtion, and 
stack losses. 
The losses caused by differences in weights are 
usually compensating and small~ if all scales used are 
checked at frequent intervals. 
The moisture sampling methods in use at most 
Smelters are only comparatively correct, particularly 
for material such as ore which contains both coarse 
and fine material, as it is practically impossible to 
obtain a representative sample of small bulk from 
such lots without subjecting them to a preliminary 
crushing, which operation itself causes some loss of 
moisture. On material crushed to a fairly u.niform 
size prior to receipt., such as concentrate, a :pipe 
or auger sample gives good check results £01" moist-
ure, and as in the plant under consideration this 
class o£ material forms the greater part of the ton-
~-age received, and also contains the larger part of 
the copper contents of the charge, this oource of 
error may be considered compensating and small. 
The mechanical sampling plants in use at most 
modern Smelters give very accura.te check samples, but 
require skilled supervision, partieularly in the fine 
sampling department, where the bulk of sample repres-
enting a lot is comparatively small. With finely 
ground concentrate, such as flotation, and with ores 
whose constituents tend to segregate particula.r a.tten-
tion must be paid to thorough mixing and suitable pul-
verizing between sample cuts in order to obtain correct 
results. Under proper supervision the losses from 
this source are compensating and small. 
Analytical methods in use in the laboratories are 
accurate, although a plus or minus error of one per-
cent of the contents is usually considered good work. 
This error, w'ith a. good laboratory force and equipment, 
is compensating. 
In handling dry ores, calcine, dust, etc., there 
is a steady loss in n~terial which is blovm away. 
This is kept to a minirrrum by the installation of dust-
catching and collecting d.evices in all departments, and 
the total loss is thus kept to a very low figure. 
These devices include hoods over all crushing machinery, 
equipped with a suction :fan drawing all dust produced 
thru a bag house or settling chamber; where calcine 
cars are loaded £rom hoppers under the Roasters, hoods 
connected to the dust-chamber conduct the dust and fume 
produced to the chamber, and care is taken that cars 
are not filled to overflowing, and that any mater~al 
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which collects on top of them is swept up before the 
cars are taken to the smelting furnaces; the charge-
pipes and ho:ppers above the reverberatory furnaces 
are cO~1ected by pi~es to the interior of the furnaces, 
so that any dust produced in the dumping operation is 
drawn into the furnaces by the stack draft; ~he C011-
verter dust produced, averaging about 50% copper, is 
briquetted before being recharged into the converters, 
and the silicious ore used in this department is 
charged while the shell is in the staok, all dust ~ro­
duced being carried by the converter gases to the 
dust-chamber. 
The absorbtion loss in a copper smelting plant is 
very large during the blowing-in period, during which 
time the bedding plant, the roasters and the roaster 
dust chamber, the reverberatory bottoms, flues, and 
dust chamber, the converters and converter dust cham-
ber, etc. absorb large quantities of copper, most of 
which is not recovered until the plant is dismantled. 
For a plant such as the one described, the total absorb-
tion is proba.bly at least a thousand tons o:f copper, 
but the amount grows smaller from month to month as 
the £loors, walls, etc. become saturated. 
The stack loss, in a well-d.esigned plant equipped 
with ample dust chambers or a Cottrell plant should 
not be over one-quarter of one percent, b11t is CUIlIl.ll8,t-
ive. 
In calculating the individual extraction from any 
ore or concentrate, it is evident that the average loss 
for the entire plant is not applicable, and the method 
for calculating such individual extraction will vary 
according to the analysis of the material, the physical 
state, etc., ana the metallurgical and operating con-
ditions at the particular plant. In all cases, an 
approximation of' the extraction only is obtainable, 
which is probably correct for comparison at the same 
plant from month to month, but which cannot be con-
sidered an exact figure. For the plant under consid-
eration, this approximation is made as follows: 
On acc~xnt of the comparative scarcity of ores 
suitable for converter use, such ores are charged with 
a slag loss on their impurities slone - the impurities 
being iron, lime and magnesia. This is permissible 
because silica mast be furnished for the correct o~~r-
ation of this department, and were no silicious ores 
availa.ble it would. be necessary to 'Use barren silica 
for the purpose. Accordingly a11 acids in excess of 
the quantities needed to make the average slag of the 
plant, when combined with the impurities in the con-
verter ores, are charged as occasioning slag losses 
not against the converter ores, but against the ores 
smelted to matte. 
As the smelting charge is normally silicious, 
the remaining slag loss after deducting that account 
the converter ores from the total is distributed to 
the materials smelted on the basis of their acid con-
tents. In all calculations concerning the relative 
fluxing values of the various e..cid and basic oxides 
the oxygen content o:f same is used, based on the fol-











The unaccounted-for loss is charged to the indiv-
idual ores on the basis of the tons of copper contain-
ed.. 
Calculation of Total Slag Loss Chargeable to Converter 
Ores. 
"'I"'~~---
Total Sla.g to Dump Tons 
.--,,,. .. ..-. ..... 
% Total. 
Silioa, 7492 38.6 
Alumina 1898 9.8 
Iron Oxide 8188 42.22 
Lime '760 3.9 
l.lIagnesia 355 1.8 
Total 18693 96.3 














Ratio 2.2315: 1 
.§.l!J.g from Converter Ore Impuritmes. 
Bases. 








Contents. Silica Alumina .~ron ~ime Magnesia. 
Converter Ores 15'79 291 131 










At an oxygen ratio of 2.2315 : 1 this requires 115.1 
tons ox acid. oxygen. Since, as shovm in the preceding 
calculation, 81. 68~~ of the total acid oxygen i~ the 
average plant slag is silica oxygen, and 18.3~fo is 
alumina o1CYgen, the silica and alumina correspo~ding to 
the above amounts of bases will be 
. 115.1 :x: 81.689~ _ 
53.0'1% f 
115.1 x 18..32% 
46.97% 
177 tons Silica.. 
45 tons Alumina.. 
The slag prod:l.lc eil from the converter ores will contain 
these amounts of silica and alumina, plus the impurit-
ies in the ore. 
4c 
DETAILS OF SLAG LOSS 
Slag loss chargeable to Individual Converter Ores. 
Oxygen contents AniR OXyfen ~e1uired ~or,s -;OI'I'eY 
Fe CaO MgO Total Total 31°2 A1203 Ilag Contents 
E 6.0 0.3 1.2 7.5 16.7 13.6 3.1 66 0.224 
F 22.3 1.7 7.5 31.5 70.3 57.5 12 .8 270 0.919 
G 6.0 1.1 1.6 8.7 19.4 15.8 3.6 76 0.258 
H 3.2 0.3 0.4 3.9 8.7 7.1 1.6 33 0.112 
~otal 37.5 3.4 10.7 51.6 115.1 94.0 21.1 445 1.513 
31a8 Loss Chargeable to Individutil Smeltin6 Ores 
Si02 Equivalent Contents Slag Loss 
S102 account Account Total Smelting Ores Biproducts 
Equiv. per ton per ton Slag 
Si02 Equiv. Copper 
Classification Si02 A1203 Total Contents LOBS 
Concentrate A 3345 898 4243 36.466 1.286 37.752 
Concentrate B 50 19 69 0.593 0.004 0.597 
Ore F 195 43 238 2.046 0.010 2.056 
Ore G 172 11 183 1.573 0.008 1.581 
Ore H 42 2 44 0.378 0.001 0.379 
Total ::'~oasters 3804 973 4777 41.056 1.309 42.365 
ConcEmtrate A 334 89 423 3.635 0.129 3.764 
Ore A 82 33 115 0.988 0.006 0.994 
Ore B 123 36 159 1.367 0.010 1.377 
Ore C 610 120 730 6.274 0.050 6.324 
Ore D 292 63 355 3.051 0.012 3.063 
Ore E 659 104 763 6.558 0".039 6.597 
Biproducts " 154 27 181 1.555 1. fj55 
70tal Eeverbs 2254 472 2726 23.428 1.31""'9 22.119 
Grand '::otal 6058 1445 7503 64.484 64.484 
Tons Copper 
70tal Slag Loss 65.997 
A/e Convotter Ores 1.513 
A/e Smelting Ores 64.484 
FIGURE. 7 
E..\' TE1:&'C s: I C l~ Ii] BULLION 
Unaccounted-for Copper Extracted . Percent Lbs.Copper 
Slag Loss per ton ~otal from in Actual Lost per 
Classification Loss Copper Contents LO.S8 Contents Extracted Biproducts Bullion Extraction Dry Ton 
Concentrate J. 37.752 39.759 77.511 3165.345 3077.834 19.173 3097.007 97.54 8.25 
Concentrate B 0.597 0.110 0.707 8.763 8.056 0.053 8.109 91.93 11.13 
Ore F 2.056 0.315 2.371 25.013 22.642 0.152 22.794 90.52 14.64 
Ore G 1.581 0.250 1.831 19.834 18.003 0.121 18.124 90.77 15.19 
Ore H 0.379 0.019 0.398 1.498 1.100 0.009 . 1.109 73.43 15.31 
Total-Roasters 42.365 40;453 82.818 3210.453 3127.635 19.608 3147.193 97.42 8.48 
Concentrate A 3.764 3.970 7.734 315.148 307.414 1.915 309.329 97.54 8.24 
Ore A 0.994 0.190 1.184 15.059 13.875 0.092 13.967 92.14 8.40 
are B 1.377 0.317 1.694 25.186 23.492 0.153 23.645 93.27 5.33 
Ore C 6.324 1.559 7.883 123.682 115.799 0.761 116.550 93.63 9.05 
Ore D 3.063 0.377 3.440 29.900 26.460 0.182 26.643 88.49 7.48 
Ore E 6.597 1.201 7.798 95.312 87.514 0.579 88.093 91.82 12.04 
Total-Reverbs 22.119 7.614 29.733 604.287 574.554 3.672 578.226 95.08 8.81 
Ore E 0.224 0.155 0.379 12.291 11.912 0.075 11.987 96.92 4.54 
Ore F 0.919 1.578 2.49.7 125.218 122.721 0.761 123.482 98.01 3.08 
Ore G 0.258 0.459 0.717 36.458 35.741 0.221 35.962 98.03 3.24 
Ore H 0.112 0.090 0.202 7.114 6.912 0.043 6.955 97.16 1.64 
Total-Converters 1.513 2.282 3.795 181.081 177.286 1.100 178.386 9'1.90 3.06 
GRAND TOTAL 65.997 50.349 116.346 3995.821 3879.475 24.280 3903.755 97.09 8.09 
FIGURE 8 
Tons • j& Total. 
. 
Silica 177 39.'1 
Alumina 45 10.1 
Iron (Oxide) 168 37.'1 
Lime 12 2.7 
lIagnesia 2'1 6.1 
Total 429 96.3 
Total Slag 445 100.0 
445 tons of slag at the average slag loss of 0.34% 
contains 1.513 tons of copper, which is the total slag 
loss chargeable to the converter ores. 
The calculations for the individual eOl~verte:i" ores 
are carried out in the same mamler t as sho~m on Figure 
7. 
Slag Lo~_f.3 Cha115.ea.ble to Smel til1€t_9 .. re.§. 
Thentotal acids" in the smelting ores is figured 
in terms o:f silica equivalent in llBking the division 
of the slag loss chargeable to these ores by multiply-
ing the alumina contents by 0.885057, the relative 
fluxing value of alumina comparell to silica, and add-
ing the result of the silica contents. The slag loss 
charged to biproducts IllllSt evidently be charged back 
to the ores produoing same, and as these ores make 
matte, which in turn produces the biproducts, L~ pro-
portion to the amount of their copper content, the 
loss under this heading is charged to the various 
ores in this manner. The total slag losses shown on 
Figure Ff are then transferred to Figure 8. 
Total C~~ Losse~ and Extr~ctions. 
To the slag losses brought over froITt Figure ~ is 
added the unaccounted-for loss, distributed according 
to the copper content of the various ores and concen-
trate. The total loss thus obtained, subtracted from 
the total contents, gives the actual extraction of 
copper, and when corrected by the difference in invent-
ory of copper in biproducts, gives the extracted oop-
"per in the form of bullion produced. 
4~ 
OPERATING cu~~S 
Operating Repairs Construction 
Labor Supp1iee Labor Supplies Labor Supplies l'uw1 Power M1so. Total 
Sampling Department 686.12 161.72 648.50 1496.34 
~{ecei"lns 7'10.91 11.14 218.44 42.80 4:22.8'1 304.62 164.57 1936.36 
CJ'U8h1t18 494.08 152.60 6'1.13 456.82 1169.63 
~amp1ing 603.1" 16.62 41.39 26.51 80.39 709.14 
Bedding 180.75 339.09 182.28 196.51 136.82 153.69 1200.41 
Reclal.1nf$ 808.60 378.66 795.39 '14.22 2462 .. 18 
Total ua~l lin 3442.53 1106.31 1118.99 619.30 441.4" 1214.81 8961.95 
Roae er ~epar men 40 .2 876.90 
.Building 3.98 14.63 572.82 200.27 791.70 
Roasters 1137.68 ,220.78 497.22 44.72 5762.78 472.68 14.34 8150.10 
Flues 123.14 7.88 131.02 
Auxil11&ry ... quipmen t ~2.74 1.26 61.09 2'.67 192.26 106.17 418.08 
~·.olling Stock 664.2'1 9.62 35'1.30 266.06 132.10 1429.26 
Total Hoaater DeEartment 2243.84 2~2.40 1042.73 357.86 766.08 306.44 5762.78 610.83 476.09 1179'1.05 
ReTerberatoryDepartment 823.86 30.57 648.60 1602.93 
Hul1dlng 7.20 5.64 207.55 201.87 422.86 
Furnaces 2233.25 41228.33 2'109.88 6.27 46177.73 
Furnace i1 60.83 10..81 188.47 354.11 
Furnace ,2 269.26 1907.47 150'1.22 3683 .94 
Flues 17.30 20'.09 693.97 812.36 
Au:xi111ary Equipment 1150.07 6.28 38'1.55 460.71 661.08 780.29 3446.98 
S1S, D18~o.al 986.14 132.14 40'1.01 92.78 316.92 1934.99 
otal Reverb.Department 5193.32 485.80 3015.13 2848.'19 868.63 982.16 411:28.33 3067.37 664.77 58334.30 
Credit aLe Steam Generated 21133.64 21133.64 
.Net it.verb. De:Esrtment 6193.32 486.80 3016.13 2848.79 868.63 982.16 20094.69 3057.3'1 654.77 3'1200.66 
Con~erter Department 1251.50 80.78 753.35 206'1.63 
.8u.i1d1ns 106.75 61.60 517.08 869.32 1644.65 
ConTerters 2384.84 14'.01 939.16 301.81 8626.44 12396.26 
Flues 162.0'1 152.07 
AuxI111ary Equipment 346.22 63.50 184.43 1'10.95 755.10 
Cranes 2664.40 71.96 273.48 45.18 664.87 3619.88 
Casting Machine 1378.01 122.57 10.37 60.57 58.91 1631.33 
HandlIng Bullion 1386. '16 38.22 106.92 88.40 1619.35 
Handling Skull., 834.38 24.87 57.16 64.20 127.50 1108.10 
Total Converter Department 10598.07 535.90 1678.26 '192.67 517.08 859.32 9260.22 862.85 24894.37 
I 
Total Smelting. Converting 2127'1.76 1634.70 6841.43 6118.31 27'10.1'1 2589.36 256:57.47 14133.23 2721.60 82844.03 
Flux 74'1.65 74'1.65 
Gross Operating 2127'1.'16 1534.70 6841.43 5118.31 2770.17 2689.36 25657.47 14133.23 3469225 83591.68 
.-,., ~ " 
FIGura! 9 
TOTAL AjlJ Ul~l~ ~Ai.t~lI4.bJi~AL CO~TS 
Operat1ns Hep&1rS Construotion 
r.4bor Supplies Labor Supplies Labor Su~pll •• Fuel Power .Misc. Total 
Sallpling.nedd:i.ng.ueolaimlng $3442.53 $280.60 $1106 .. 3l ~111a.99 ;i619~38 $.U.'-' ~1214.81 ,,'28.89 ~8961.95 
Roaatera 224S.84t 232.40 1042.73 35'1.86 '166.00 306.4' 5'162.'18 610.85 4'15.09 11'97.05 
Reverberatories 5193.52 485.80 3016.13 2848.79 868.63 982.16 20094.69 3057.5'1 654." 37200.66 Con'Yertere lOZ98.07 5~6.90 1678.26 '192.67 51'1.08 859.32 9250.22 862.85 24894.37 
Toial Smeltlns • OODTortlna 212''1.'16 15~".'O 6841.45 5118.31 2''10.1'1 2589.36 26867.4:7 14113.25 2'2·1.~O 82844.03 
'lux '4:'1.66 '747.65 Gr... Operating $212".76 $1534.70 w6841.43 t~5118.~1 ,,:2'1'0.1'1 i 2689 .36 ,p2Ie5" •• ' ~14:133.23 .,3469.15 ~8~591.68 
Per ton New Copper-bearing Material'28'68 tons) UNIT COSTS 
SlUDp11nl. :aeAd illg. Htola.la1na .119' .0097 .0384- .0389 .0216 .0155 • 0421 .025 • .&111 
Hoasters 
.0'80 .0061 .0363 . .0124 • 0266 .010' .2003 .0212 .016 • .4101 
Heverberatorlee .1806 .0169 .1048 .0990 .0302 .0541 .6985 .1065 .02 1.2931 
COllverters .3614 .0186 .0583 .02'6 .0180 .0299 .3216 .05 .8654 
Total Smelting & conYert1ng .7396 .0533 .237S .17'9 .0963 .0900 .8988 .4914 
.0'" 2.8'9' Jl'U. .0260 
G.088 O~.rat1:o.g 2.906' . 
Per tOil Ind1T1dual Charse in De12srtments 
Tons 
S"p.l$ed.Hecla1alng 34212.9 .1006 .0062 .0323 .032'1 .0181 .0129 .0556 .021S .1616 
l:-10allter8 201565 .1091 .0113 .050'1 .01'" .03'2 • 0149 .1801 .0297 '.O~l .5'S • 
neverberatorle8 26403 .1967 .0184 .1142 .0179 .OS29 .03'2 .'1611 .1158 .02'. 1.4.090 
Converter. 3920.22 2.6624 .156'1 .4281 .202,2 .151' .2192 2.8596 .220! 6.HOI 
FIGURE 10 
D1vision Total Coats 1nto "Converting" and "~Ulc1tins" 
~24894.37 Converter Department Cost-trom Cost Sheet 
Samp.Bed.&Hecol.Converter Biprod.resmelted 
Reverb Smeltin@ Couvelter Biprod.reDme1ted 
tons_~0.2616 277.30 1060 
1060 
2600 .2 Samp .Bed & iieol Convertor Orcs 
Handling Slag-COnVf'rtr,-T Ore Impurities 
Total called "Converting" 
Grose Operating Cost 








New Copper-bearing l.faterial Total including Flux 









Unit Cost "Smeltina" per ton New Copper-bearing j,!aterial 
Unit Cost "Smelting" per ton Total Treated 
$2.137763 
;2.06'1314 
Calculation Flux1n& Cost 
Total New Cu-bear.Material 
Acoount IIConvertlng" 
Aocount RSmeltinfi" 
Lime Rodk Analysis 















Total Oxygen Content 0.713% 
Base Oxygen required .> ratio 2.41343'1 : 1 - - -








Available CaO contained 1n Lime Rock 16.617% = 54.72% 28.54% 






















Unit Cost Smelt1ns~ ____________ ~2~.~O~6~7 
. Total 4\2.784 $:4~~:% = ~5.08772 per ton available 
CaO in Lime Hock 
Cost per ton S11ioa 53.07~ 2.413437 x 28.54% x ~5.08772 ~.3.919966 
Cost per ton Alumina 46.97~ 2.413437 x 28.64% x ~ 5.08772 ~3.469398 
cost per ton Iron 28.6~ 28.541' x i6.08772 ~6.105527 
Cost per ton Magaee1a 39.68~ 28.54", x t6.08'172 $7.073610 
cost of Excess Ac1ds turnished by Converter OreB 
A1um1na 
Total Conta1ned in Converter Ores 









coat Excess Alumina 
1402 tons :} ~3.9l9966 ~6496.79 




The Ijlon.thly Cost Sheet, made u:p by the Smel ter 
Office as il1a.icn.te~i before :from segregation of the 
time cards, warehou.se ticl;:ets t charges Irorn the General 
Office, etc. is shovvn as Figure 9. The results given 
are slightly consolidated to show only the main head-
ings under the code, but the detail, if needed, may 
be readily obtained Irom the Smelter Office segregat-
ion sheets. A tabulation similar to that shown as 
Figure 10 is usually made up, giving per ton £igures 
for the various departments of the :plant, which is in 
a form such that comparisons may be readily made from 
month to month. The cost s.te .. teo611ts a.re usually made 
up in considerable detail, but the statements here 
shown contain most of the needed information, in a 
condensed form. 
C osts~r TO.n ~_.lndi vidual. Ores ?-n~g_~1.<?_~!?:.!-_r~J~.~. 
The figures obtained by the methods to be outlined 
are, like those obtained und.er "Extractions account 
Individual Ores"9 only approximations, though both 
sets of Iigures are probably fairly correct, especially 
when used as comparative figures. They are very val-
uable, nevertheless, even when oonsidered only as fair-
ly correct approximations, and, in connection with the 
mining costs, the concentrator extractions and costs, 
etc. of the various ores, it is possible to calculate, 
with a small margin o:f error, the cost per pound of 
making cop~er and the profit from. each individual mine 
or stope, and to intelligently decide whether or not 
it is advisable or desirable to push or curtail the 
prod.uction from any particular mine; to decide on the 
minilnum profitable grade of materia.l that may be shipp-
ed from each wotking place; whether it is profitable 
to increase or decrease the concentrator capacity or 
to modify the method of o~eration of the concentrator 
or smelter, etc. 
For the calculs,tion of th.e individual costs, the 
total smelter costs for the period are divided into 
two pa.rts, called for convenience tTConverting" and 
n Smel ting" (see ]'igure 11 for details). The first 
includes the direct converter department costs as 
shown on the cost Sheet, plus the cost of delivery of 
converter ores to the department, the estimated cost 
41 
DIVISIOB OF CONVEU'rING COS!eS 
Operation &I Blast Coat Came Exp. B1product Bullion Samp.Bed Heel Rev. Slas Secondaries Total 
Repairs per a/o Ie a/e S per ton per tOD. Cony. Ores Handling per ton 
per ton per ton OOPP$r 
Classification Ton fr •• ted Fe S Handled Cost Extracted per ton per ton Fe contents Costs 
Ore E 81.99 16.97 '1.99 9.98 4'1.59 6.60 54.50 224.62 
Ore J' '772.8'1 59.33 50.68 102.83 448.M 2'1.00 202.42 1663.5' 
Ore G 206.2'1 15.9'1 29.96 119.71 '1.60 54.50 434.00 
Ore H 114.64 8.37 29.28 5.'9 66.4:'1 3.30 28.55 256.30 }latte 4093.99 2079.46 6359.49 2083.29 3102.13 '1095.17 24813.53 
131products 1210.208 615.8'1 28'8.94 ? ,. ~,~ , . 
COB"ferter Slag 1809.33 920.'12 ... /1." ( 
* 
fotal 8289.2'1 21'19.10 6447.34 3619.88 20'16.94 3260.68 682.31 44.50 2'1392.02 
coata Tonnage Division Blast Cost Conteu'ts Extracted 
Operdione and 'Repairs .8289.27 O.e E 181.9 Iron sulphur Copper 
Blaat 8626.4:4 Ore' 1'114.6 
Cranea 3619.88 Ore G 457.6 Ore E 21 3 11.912 
Handling Bullion 3250.68 Ore R 254.1 Ore' '18 19 122.'121 
Handlinf B1~roduot8 1108.10 Uatte 9082.6 Ore G 11 36.'141 
~ota Direot 24'894.37 lSlprod 2685.0 Ore B 11 11 6.912 
netreated B1prod-Bpl-Bed-Hol 277.30 COllY.51!! 4014:.0 Mat'te 275' 2389 3702.189 
Retreated Blprod-Smeltlng 1493.54 
Conv.Orea-Samp.Bed.Reol. 682.31 Total 18389.7 Total 2865 2422 5879.4/15 
Hev.Blas-Hand11nft Cost 44:.50 
2865 TODI Iron n quire. 818.6 tons O:Q'gen coat $2179.10 
Total ~27392.02 2422 Tons Sul~hur Requires 2422.0 tons OXlsell cos't 6447.34 




Debit Credit Exoeaa Total Per Per 
Classification Si11ca Alwnlna Iron Lime Ma.gnesia Aoids Base ~ate Convert1ng cost DrY,Ton Lb.Copper 
Conoentrate A 13112~29 3621~44 24276.78 96~67 664.92 6251.96 4m174~98 20628.86 57651~16 3;07 O;9307¢ 
Conoentrate B 196.00 72.86 66.3'1 6.09 21.?2 14·~59 2'11~50 53~99 516~26 4:~O7 3~1832 
Ore F 764.39 170~OO 81.69 5.09 28.29 41;63 692.64 161.76 1705~36 5~26 3~8247 
Ore G 674.23 41.63 61.27 10.17 14.16 33.01 616.20 120.66 1299~14 5;39 3~6840 
Ore H 164.64 6.94 10.21 2.49 111.16 7.37 282.39 5.43 12.'1317 
Total-Roasters 14911.65 3812.87 24496.52 117.02 728.58 5343.68 41765.4·8 20962.64 61454.30 3.15 0.9763 
Conoentr"te A 1309.27 350.41 2425.12 10.17 GZ.66 524.55 4012.68 2060.41 5758.27 3~O7 O~9307 
Ore A ~21.44 124.90 2'15.7. 35.61 49.52 25.07 602.86 93.00 806.43 2.86 2.8869' 
Ore B .fr82 .15 142.24 1163.85 60.88 70.'14 41.92 1369.62 157.45 907.91 1.43 1.9199 
Ore C 2391.18 471.84 1439.'16 228.96 84.·8.83 205.86 3723.98 '176.13 6051.46 2.90 2.16'1 
Ore D 1144.63 246.33 11'14.27 513.86 332.46 49.'17 1966.'14 177.36 1 664a23 1.'10 2.9565 
Ore E 2583.26 409.39 847.62 25.44 162.69 158.64 . 2"168.41 586.56 64'10.60 4.22 5.1050 
Total .... Heverbs 8231.93 1745.11 . 7316.22 864.91 1521.90 1006.81 1443<&.18 3860.89 19668.89 2.90 1.6913 
Total-Smelting Oree 23143.48 5557.98 51812.54 981.93 2256.48 6349.49 66199.66 2'81.3 .53 81013.·19 a.os 1.08'13 
Ore }~ 224.62 1.~6 O.956!1 
Ore 1!' 1663.57 1.02 0.6'36 
Ore G 434.00 0.98 0.6034 
Ore Ii 266.30 1.04 1.8426 
Total-Converters 25'18.49 1.04 O.7B2'1 
1'OTAL-ALL DJt:llTS. ~2.314.3 .48 $5557.98 ':31812.64 $981.93 ~~2256.48 $6369.49 $S61~9.66 $24813.53 ;!:;83591.,68 $2.91 1.0'107'1 
FIGURE 13 
of the retreatment of biproducts produced by the de-
partrnent, and the cost of handling the sla.g made by the 
imptl.ri ties in the converter ores. The second is the 
dif~erence between the total of these items and the 
total smelter costs. 
The "Converting" cost, a.s outlined in the preced-
ir~ paragraph, is chargeable ultimately to the mater-
ials treated in the department, that is ores and matte. 
and this distribution is shovm in detail on Figure 12. 
As an example of the method of calculatio11 7 we will 
take the distribution of the blast cost. The blast 
is used fox oxidizing the 'ilIon and sulphur oontained 
as impurities in the ores and matte, and the distrib-
ution of the cost of the blast is accordingly made in 
accordance with the amount of contained oxygen needed 
to oxidize the iron and sulphur in each class of mater-
ial treated. The bullion cost is in the same manner 
chargeable to and is distributed accoTding to the 
amount of copper extracted from each class of material 
treated, etc. We thus obtain the cost in this depart-
ment for treatment of the various ores and the rw.tte, 
which are trans£erred to Figure 13. On this sheet 
the· costs charged to the ms.tte a.re distributed to the 
smelting ores on the basis of tons of matte produced, 
or, since this is directly proportional to the copper 
extracted, 011 the basis of copper extracted. 
The "Smel ting" cost is distributed to the various 
smelting ores on the fol1oWlllg basis: 
Each ton OI material treated is charged with the 
average cost of smelting, called the base rate, to 
whioh is added a fluxing cost dependent on the aI~lysis 
of the particular material. This fluxing cost will 
be a debit for silicious ores, and may be a credit 
for basic ores, for the plant under consideration. 
A.Il smelting ores must also stand the cost of the ex-
cess acid.s supplied bY' the converter ores in pro:port-
ion to their copper content, and the converting cost. 
The base rate is the total smelter costs, 
$56,199.66't divided by the d.ry"tons of' ore and concen-
trate smelted, and amounts to ~2.13'7763 per ton. 
The fluxing cost is calculated as follows, details 
being shown on Figure 11: 
So 
The oxygen ratio o:f the total smelting ores and 
concentrate is 2.413437 : It and the basic flux ueed 
is limeroak o£ the analysis sho?m. The cost per ton 
:for smeltin~ ores plus flux, or total new material 
treated is ~2.157~14, and the available CaO in the 
limerock is 54.7~fo. As shown in detail on Figure 11, 
the cost per ton of CaO available as flux is 
$5.087'12. The corresponding costs o·r values of the 
other acids and bases are calculste(l from their flux-
ing value as expressed by the oxygen content, the 
oxygen ratio of the total smelting ores, and the cost 
or value of one ton of available CaD, as shown. 
Each class of material smelted is then charged at the 
rates shown fol." it's silica and alumina contents, and 
credited for its iron, lime, and. rpagnesia contents, 
as shown on Figure 12. 
The additional amo1U1t on account of the excess 
silica needed Ior the converting of the matte produced 
by the smelting ores is simply the fluxing cost of 
this additional amount of acids, and. ifJ charged as 
indicated heretofore. 
The distribution of the converting cost has been 
covered in a previous paragraph. 
The total cost for eaoh individual class of mater-
ial treated is shown in the UTotal U column. and. the 
cost per dry ton and par pound of copper extracted is 
figured from this total and the tonnage and copper ex-
tracted. as shown on previous balance sheets. 
